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The Blockchain You Don't Know is the most authoritative reserve there is on financial innovation on
Blockchain. Compiled by well-regarded and controversial innovator Daniel Mark Harrison, the book goes
to places no additional comparable technical or monetary text book will do today.
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There is a extremely sad story of substance abuse Daniel Harrison has a shady background in a housing
project (Hong Kong I really believe), LSE share activity that looks rather unlawful (Financial Times comes
with an article) and it has not even been a yr since Daniel launched his crypto schemes. Benefiting from a
hot marketplaces using hot buzz terms to confuse people "Decentralized Hedge Fund" "Space X
Contracts" "The biggest thing or bigger than Crypto" "secret investors with millions invested" etc
etc.He's a scammer behind several cryptocurrency scams. Course action lawsuits, a suicide, many failed
coins like the ICO of MNY - Monkey Capital last July/August which ended up with Daniel Harrison
dumping nearly all of the entire 1 BILLION $MNY coins on the waves platform where he quickly
transferred millions worth of BTC's into his wallet while feeding dreams to his victims.READER and
BUYER not only beware, but work for your daily life and its cost savings!There is a extremely sad story of
drug abuse, a sociopath taking advantages of a huge selection of investors and a relentless pursuit to do it
again.! That can be done more study online very easily yourself. Several of them who've filed a Class
Actions Lawsuit in america with one of them now having used his own life. This is the trashy fiction
writer Daniel Harrison.
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